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Getting Air Ticket Deal 

Executive Summary 
My project was simply inspired from the fact that I was constantly asked to find airline deals and tickets 

for my family. Every time a member decides to go on a trip, they would ask me to check for ticket deals. 

Due to that, I learn that online travel agent search such as Kayak.com, Cheaptickets.com often change 

their deal prices at midnight, most often Tuesday midnight. However, I don’t want to stay up until 

midnight just to keep checking the deal pages. Therefore, I believe it would be useful to write a program 

that check for airline deals for me and send those to my inbox while I am sleeping.  

My program looks for airline deals on the Kayak.com website throughout a certain time that are specified 

by the users, get the description of the flight and a link to book that flight, and send those deals out to a 

specified email once the search is finished. 

Implementation Documents 
The objective of this program is to be user-friendly and ease of use. Therefore, I keep it simple in four 

main tabs: 

 

1. The first one is the Data tab.  

 This is where you can input airport codes, travel dates, target price, and time period that 

you wished the program to conduct the search.  

 Once you click “Search Deal”, the program will take all these information into account, 

go onto Kayak.com and start search for the desired flight.  

 

2. The second tab is the Result tab.  

 This is where all the search results will be stored. First, the program will open Internet 

Explorer (which you won’t see), getting the flight descriptions by parsing the HTML and 

copy it back down to the Result tab.  

 Because the program is intended to perform looping search for deals throughout a 

specified time period, the result table will be clear after every cycle is completed. 

 

3. The third tab is the Email Result tab.  

 As the name suggested, it is the results of all the deals emailed out. In this part, the 

program will compare the price of the flight from the Result tab to the target price you 

put in. 

 Only flights that are equal to or cheaper than the target price go over to the Email Result 

tab.  

 The program also does a comparison to make sure that there are no duplicate deals.  



 If there are no deals within your target price, it will send out a message “No deal is 

available”. 

 Finally, the program will ask for your Gmail account and password to log into Gmail. 

Then it will send out the deals to the specified email address. If the email went through, 

there will be a pop up says “Email Sent”. If not, the notification will say “Failed Email” 

 

4. The last tab is the Airport Code. This tab contains all the airport names and ticker. This is used as 

a reference for the Airport Code in the Data tab. 

Instructions 

I use Kayak.com as the search engine for this program since I find that its prices are pretty similar and 

sometimes cheaper than other search engines. 

1. First, when you opens the spreadsheets, you will see a form like below in the Data tab: 

 
 

2. You need to input: 

o The airport codes (I used Data Validation to create a list of code that you can choose 

from) in cell B2 and B3. C2 and C3 has VLOOKUP function that will tell you the airport 

city location so you can double check to see whether you get the right airport code. You 

can also check the list of airports and codes in the Airport Code tab. 

o Depart date and return date. 

o Running time – how long do you want the program to run 

o Target price – the maximum price you’re willing to pay 

3. Next, click the “Search Deal” button. The program will automatically perform loops throughout 

the specified time period to look for deals and get them to the Result tab. Then the program will 



automatically compare the price of the results with your target price and copy all the deals that fit 

with your criteria to the Email Result tab. Both tabs would look like this: 

 
4. Finally, there will be a dialog box pop up, asking you for your Gmail account username and 

password, then the email address that you intend to send to (also has to be a Gmail account). 

Once you enter those information and click OK, the deals on the Email Result tab will be sent. A 

message will pop up to confirm whether the email went through or not. 

What Did I Learn? 
- First of all, I learned a lot about going about to design your thought process before writing a 

VBA. Because this is a project that I design myself, I have to think about what I want to 

accomplish with it first, then I can go about writing the code. In addition, compared to the other 

projects, I also learned a lot and had a lot of fun working on combining many materials together 

to accomplish my objective, using parsing HTML, time looping and email sending. I also made a 

lot of changes to features along the way. For example, I originally wanted to put everything on 

one single tab so there are no hassles of moving from tabs to tabs. However, I found out that 

messed up the code easier and the data looks busy so I decided to move the results to a second tab 

and email results in the third tab. 

 

- I learned a lot more about parsing HTML through this project. Although we did a similar project 

using Craigslist, using Kayak.com was much more challenging due to the site’s html layout. 

Finding the airline name was difficult at first as I tried to find a mark that is universal regardless 

of what search I conducted. Regardless, as you may notice, the program can only pick up deals 

from one airline and not deals from combined airlines. In addition, the program can only perform 

search for roundtrip deals and not one-way deals. 

 

- I had the most troubles with sending out the deals data from the spreadsheet. Originally, I plan to 

use Outlook but it may not work if the computer running it on doesn’t have Outlook set up. I 

talked to Professor Allen and looked again at the example we did in class about sending email 

using Gmail and that really helped steer my way. 

 

- I learned how to copy a table with its format into my email. The trick here is the email uses 

HTML as language, so I learned to convert it to HTML in order to keep the format of the table. 

To do that, I created a function called RangeToHTML. 


